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“  Always check the Log Book, the Frequency Board and the Flying

field before you unload the car. 
Apply sunscreen liberally and spray exposed parts with Bug

spray. 
Check your Batteries and make sure you carry your Whistle –

Don't forget to do a range check. ”
The new field is now open for flying and we have seen some good flying very early on. The shape of the field has 

presented a challenge to the setting up of hi-starts for certain wind directions but as time goes by we are gaining more 
knowledge of what works and what doesn't. 

The new procedure we are tasked with this year is that of communicating with Hamilton ATC and activating (and 
sometimes de-activating) the NOTAM that covers our flying activity at the field. So far, the system in place seems to be 
working well and the Log Book notes the times of calls and also any special requests made by the ATC taking the call. We 
may also be notified of any specific activity within the area.

However, Activation of the NOTAM does not mean that there will be no planes flying over the field. It is clear that 
that can still happen and that why it is important to carry your WHISTLE and use it to alert other RC fliers as needed.
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The New Field … (Observations by Club President - Bob Hammett)

We have been using our new sod-farm flying site at #703 Highway 6 Caledonia for almost 3 weeks; long enough to evaluate it 
on several points.
Negotiating the turn into the driveway off highway 6 is exciting. We recommend that you plan your arrival to use the Hwy 6 
southbound lanes. This avoids having to cut through lanes of fast moving traffic. The bright yellow and green soil bags piled high
behind the barn provide a good landmark for beginning your deceleration into the driveway.
The field is spread over a series of rolling hills. Happily, the hills seem to generate more thermals than we are used to. The field 
is well suited to electric sailplanes, and to discus launch irrespective of wind direction. Free-flights will thrive if the wind is east-
west.
For line launched aircraft, the good news is a bit more nuanced. The field is half a kilometre long in an approximately east/west 
direction. When winds are approximately east/west, hi-starts, winches and electric aircraft can all share the east end of the field 
nearest to the parking area, and still conform to our Standard Flight-line Schematic. 
At the east end of the field nearest the parking area, when winds are in the field’s short direction (i.e. roughly north-south), the 
available space between the treeline and the service road will restrict stretched hi-start length and winch line length to less than 
600 feet. Launching towards the south will still be practical for electric aircraft and probably for shortened winches and 
shortened hi-starts. But launching towards the north is unwise unless you are flying electric sailplanes from a flight-line 
in the middle of the field, far from the trees at the south edge of the field.
At the eastern end of the field, if line-launched aircraft are launched northward from the field’s southern perimeter, the trees will 
be so close to the flight-line that landing approaches will be unorthodox and risky. The trees will also block your line of sight 
covering 50% of the sky. Please use the west end of the field for line-launch when the wind is from the North.
The west end of the field furthest from the parking area is the only location which is wide enough in the north-south 
direction, to orient a Standard Line-launch Flight-line in your choice of compass direction. Contest Directors take note.

Interaction with Air Traffic Control
So far, the relationship has been pretty good. Those of us with cell phones have the ATC number on our speed dials. Our ATC
log book has the phone number in it, plus a script that you can follow to initiate the day’s call that activates our Notice to Airmen
(NOTAM). The required conversation is minimal. If they ask you to call in again when everyone departs, then please do so. It’s
no big deal. Our NOTAM specifies that we will fly as high as 1200 feet above ground level, and at a radius of up to 1 nautical
mile. This seems adequate.
Projects that need some Do’ers

1. See website Contest Calendar ... CD’s needed urgently... contact Ann Tekatch
2. Make a flip-down shelf to support the ATC Log Book when writing in it.
3. Trim the willow tree branches that obscure our “Model Aircraft Can Be Dangerous” sign.
4. Borrow or rent a metal detector and use it to eradicate nails in the parking area.
5. Weeds around the Clubhouse entrance need mowing periodically
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6. Go out of your way to speak to Green Horizons Staff . Offer to yield the field to them anytime they show up to do their 
job.

7. Rake loose gravel back into the potholes that we are creating, when we decelerate into the mouth of the driveway

Pictures from the field – by Lyle J.
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FOR SALE:
1.  Gentle Lady :
      Wing - conventional construction - silk and dope covering
      Fuselage - reinforced nose, otherwise standard          
      Tail surfaces - conventional construction - silkspan and dope covering
       All -up weight:20.5 oz. (615 grms)
      Radio: Hitec Laser 4 ch ( 19)  Nicad batteries in TX & RX, 2 servoes.
      Field equipment: Flight box, misc. related tools, charger and Hi Start
     Approx 20 flights - one l8 min. thermal flight, most 5 to 6 mins.
2.Bird of Time :
       Wing construction to specs and drawings - 
 Silk and dope covering
     Fuselage: conventional - rubber to dowel wing attachment
     Tail surfaces - to plans and specs - silk and dope covering
     All-up weight - 44 oz  (1320 grms.)
    Radio: Futaba Conquest, PCM, FP-T5NLF 6 ch (56) Hi/Lo rates
                Al Nicad batteries.
     Field equipment, shared with Gentle Lady
     Flown approx 10 flights, one 20 min. thermal flt. most 5 to 10 mins.
To view: Call Richard Fahey, 827 Shadeland Ave.Burlington L7T 2M2
                                              905-637-5469 or rjfaheyflies@yahoo.com

 "These are words of wisdom, so pay attention, Mr. Playboy. The man who has no imagination stands on the Earth. He has no 
wings, he cannot fly. When we are right, no one remembers, but when we are wrong, no one forgets."
 - Muhammad Ali (Cassius Clay)
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2015 SOGGI Executive
President: Bob Hammett (226)-401-1966
Vice President: Mike Sherlaw (519)-752-1334
Treasurer: Ed Smith (519)-802-8821

8 – 492 Grey St.,
BRANTFORD, Ont. N3S 7S6

Secretary: Andy Meysner (905)-601-4228
Editor: Dick Colley (905)-296-4027

101, Braeheid Avenue
Waterdown, Ont. L0R 2H5

Deadline for Aug Issue of Task: July 22nd 2016
2016 Calendar of Events

2016
• June 25th,    Otto Bandmann Memorial Contest at  SOGGI field
•
*   Seminar topics to announced shortly. Bring you own lunch

Saturday, June 25th 2016 SOGGI'S Otto Bandmann Memorial Contest 9:00 am
ALES (Electric Sailplane) contest for sailplanes of all wingspans. Altitude limiting devices required for wingspans greater 
than 3-meters. 
Smaller sailplanes will be allowed limited motor runs, the duration of which will be determined by the Contest Director at 
the field. A minimum of 6 rounds to be flown. 
Certificates and the esteem of your fellow pilots awarded to third place.
Location is the SOGGI Flying Field. Registration starts at 9:00 am, pilots briefing at 9:30, contest starts at 10:00.
Rain Date: June 26, 2016.
Proof of current MAAC/AMA membership is required. Pilots from other clubs, extra winches, hi-starts and shade tents also
welcome. Pilots bringing winches/hi-starts etc. are requested to please arrive by 8:30 am to set up equipment.
There will be no entry fees.
Please contact Contest Director Ann Tekatch 905-575-5433; tekatch@sympatico.ca for directions to our current flying site,
and for any further information.
MAAC Sanction# 2016-53 
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